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You can feel good again!""-Lendon H.""Syndrome X proactively lays out a nutritious, tasty, and
simple diet plan to obtain us back to the basics of healthy nutrition.Syndrome X may be the first
book to tell you how to combat the epidemic disorder that is derailing the health of nearly a
third of North Americans.D.D. It's a resistance to insulin-the hormone had a need to burn food
for energy-combined with high cholesterol or triglycerides, high blood circulation pressure, or
too much body fat. . . It outlines a total three-step program-including easy-to-follow diet
programs, light exercise, and easily available vitamins and dietary supplements-that will
safeguard you against developing Syndrome X or invert it if you already have it. Everyone who
values his or her health will want to read the book and individualize the plan to suit his or her
needs-the authors have made this much easier than ever to do.""-Richard A. Kunin, M., New York
Times bestselling author of Feed THE BODY Right""Syndrome X may be the best new reserve to
assist you understand the reality about nutrition, wellness, and aging., author of Mega-
NutritionWhat is normally Syndrome X? . Syndrome X age range you prematurely and
considerably increases your threat of heart disease, hypertension, obesity, eyesight disease,
nervous system disorders, diabetes, Alzheimer's, cancers, and other age-related illnesses. Smith,
M. It is full of new info and insights most readers have never had access to before.
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LOST 50 POUNDS IN 4 MONTHS!!!.!!!!!! I am diabetic and also have used insulin for a decade or
more. Well written each chapter includes a summary at the end that means it is very practical to
learn and put into practices. 18years of diabetes and only getting fatter and taking more and
new kinds of insulin. Two Stars Not really the kind of book i was looking for. I was amazed! so
what does a fat guy have to lose? Great read This is a great book. the dietary plan is somewhat
just like the paleo but in simplicity no bleached flour (no breads or pasta) no white rice (eat dark
or reddish rice), no white potatoes (eat only purple or lovely, and reddish skinned potatoes are
still white inside), no white sugars (make use of stevia or honey if my glucose is low).- Clean
cover, spilt a few drops of water on it and wiped quickly without getting in any pages. I'VE NOT
begun to exercise yet and yet I've lost 50#.Readable, concise information. doesn't appear easy
but read the book, put it in place bit by bit or jump in at least knee deep.!. I stopped acquiring
insulin generally in 6 DAYS. Therefore my review name of Miracle Mom. I know I was lucky but I
was very happy. But also how exactly to invert it. .. the publication says by six months or so you
may be able to change the dosing of your meds. Excellent book lots of great information This
book was filled up with great information not merely about what causes syndrome X.!... Makes a
lot of feeling but being truly a vegetarian it's impossible for me to follow the recommended diet
plans but I've used the information and the products and feel better currently!.... It helps you to
realize that this is the way our bodies were designed to eat.! I really do believe the author was
great in putting this down and explaining how essential products are for the diabetic as two
weeks after the heart medical procedures I underwent a mind tumor procedure and I am happy
my center was in great enought form to get me thru 2 main surgeries in 14 days time..it still hard
to trust but my scale, my new 36inch waist, and everyone around me can't be wrong. I weigh
what I did just out of high school 40 years ago. I needed to get healthy, and not go broke
acquiring meds. I'd strongly encourage anyone who is seriously interested in loving themselves
and wanting what is best for themselves, to try reading the book and put these ideas into play
for themselves. do not buy this to nag someone about this. there is plenty to eat that is healthy
and tastes good too!. a man at work who's tired of paying therefore much for his bloodstream
measure meds that he has started to read this book and put a few of the stuff directly into
practice as well.Rather than diet plans, I'd have loved to see a list of high and low GI index foods
(i. he says his heels don't hurt as poor as well. he says he can't wait to go to the dr. As people
know Diabetes and cardiovascular disease work together and I did need to have open center
surgery three years ago but I recouped very fast and the Doctor said he had by no means seen a
diabetic heart in such good shape it was just the chloresterol in the arteries. I eat 5-6 times a
time, I am seldom hungry.. in fact I have taken about 50. It really is well organized, and readable.
I will certainly be trying these suggestions. And will be on the lookout for various other books by
this author. I always was someone to take supplements but I then found out there are more that
could help me even more. My chiropractor recommends this reserve to all of his individuals to
learn many key nutritional facts that can change lives.Advantages:- Great cost for a dense
reserve packed with years of research.- Nice size reserve and includes a great text size and font.
basically I got prayed for better health for some time but nothing came along that miraculously
allowed me to consume like a hog and have my health improve. based on that I should took over
12,000 units of insulin in the past 4 months. essential read IMO Syndrome X I've only got about
1/2 of the reserve read nonetheless it is excellent. I have been diabetic for 25 years and I have
learned alot up to now. What a great book packed with information What a great book packed
with information.the information in this book could save your life or the life of someone you
like. I would also recommend you examine this book if you have been struggling to lose weight..



was taking 100products each day. Great Book! Excellent book Excellent book with beneficial
information.. I was eating too much of the incorrect things and an excessive amount of the good
points as well. Highly recommended if you've been identified as having Syndrome X or are
diabetic or pre-diabetic. My Doctor says I do not need syndrome X but he stated is great that I
am reading onto it so if I ever do start experiencing the symptoms it'll make me query it. well
since may 11, I have lost 50 pounds. I was tired of spending so much money for insulin and
supplies every 3 months. A doctor friend of mine suggested this book after I discussed my
current wellness situation. This book really hit house for me personally. After practicing most of
the suggestions in this book, my blood pressure, cholesterol and bloodstream sugars have all
enter into range. Oh and I dropped 20 lbs and feel good as a bonus! very useful reserve! That
would have already been more useful and even more usable, or at least in my opinion.It explains
what high insulin will for you, what high cortisol will to you, and how you make it worse taking in
what most of us eat - pastas breads and paistries. Five Stars Excellent A must read!We
particularly liked the bit on products (vitamins and minerals) that play a role in helping your
metabolism reunite on track.e the YES foods and the NO NO foods), as well as perhaps even a
replacement list. 244# 40+ waist, brief of breath during actions, blood circulation pressure
creeping up into the 130's/90's range, edema to legs, using asthma inhaler regularly.The book
could have EASILY performed without the complete long diet plan bit, and that is the only minus.
well he has lost 16 pounds in 3 weeks.In fact, I have been on the recommended supplements for
weekly, and funny thing happened - wrinkles on my face diminished! 5 stars on all the info re:
the disease as it clarifies in plain vocabulary what havoc within your body gets started with any
of the inter-related metabolic functions getting tipped off balance. Great information Great
information written in an easy to read format. Really Interesting syndrome and common since
tools to cope with it Excellent Read Excellent read. I browse this once again after having viewed
it in the past and made the decision while on vacation that I am going to start this. Great book
This book is very helpful and informative..It explains how we should be taking in (or rather how
our eating habits have changed, slowly, thru millenia, and how they got all screwy within the last
100 years roughly). Fabulous book!Disadvantages: NoneOverall Review: Five Superstars, Love it,
and I would recommend it to all.
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